Macrophage migration inhibitory factor directly interacts with hepatopoietin and regulates the proliferation of hepatoma cell.
Macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) is a pluripotent cytokine involved in inflammation and immune responses as well as in growth factor-dependent cell proliferation, cell cycle, angiogenesis, and tumorigenesis. Several studies have documented MIF expression in the sera following hepatic resection or in the course of liver cancer progression, but there is a paucity of information regarding the effect of MIF on hepatoma cells and relating mechanisms. In this paper, by [3H] thymidine incorporation, we found that exogenously added MIF could promote the proliferation of HepG2 in a dose-dependent manner. Hepatopoietin (HPO), as a liver-specific regeneration augmenter, could be induced by the expression of MIF in hepatoma cells. The activity of HPO promoter was increased, and its levels were enhanced after MIF was overexpressed in hepatoma cells. The similarities between HPO and MIF in structure and action led us to investigate their interaction and the inducing biological significance. Using yeast two-hybrid identification, we found that HPO interacted with MIF in yeast cells, and their binding ability was higher than that between HPO and JAB1 (Jun activation domain binding protein) or MIF and JAB1 in yeast cells. Their interaction was further verified by His pull-down assay in vitro and coimmunoprecipitation experiment in vivo. They were colocalized in the cytoplasm. Both HPO and MIF could bind to JAB1 and modulate the AP-1 pathway. When HPO and MIF were cotransfected into HepG2 cells, the binding activity of MIF to JAB1 was reduced, and the activity of AP-1 was improved. In contrast, MIF overexpressed in HepG2 was unable to interfere with the binding activity of HPO to JAB1, but its potentiation on AP-1 activity was reduced significantly. Taken together, these results indicate that MIF plays an important role in the proliferation of hepatoma cells, and the effect of MIF is in concert with HPO.